News Break Scavenger Hunt

Sunday’s News Break challenges you to hunt through the **Sunday, February 13, 2022** print replica of The Seattle Times to find answers to the following questions.

1. TODAY IN HISTORY: The Warsaw Convention, governing airlines’ liability for international carriage of persons, luggage and goods, went into effect. What year did this happen? (MAIN)
2. Some countries might send in a riot squad to disperse trespassing protesters. In New Zealand, authorities did what to disperse crowds camping at the Parliament? (MAIN)
3. Marine species on the coasts around Cape Town are facing multiple crises. What 3 main things are happening? (MAIN)
4. Karina Oscoy Cazares was hired this year as the Kent School District’s first re-engagement specialist. What will she do? (MAIN)
5. NBC sold out of its ad space briskly and said an undisclosed number of 30- second spots went for $____ million, a jump from the $6.5 million that last year’s ads went for. (MAIN)
6. Russell Wilson received the 2022 Bart Starr Award on Saturday at the Super Bowl Breakfast. The award honors the NFL player who best exemplifies what characteristics? (SPORTS)
7. For nearly two years, homebuyers have been shopping in conditions ripe for regret. What are some of the reasons why? (BUSINESS)
8. A recent survey of more than 10,000 global knowledge workers and their leaders shows the current concern of executives is over hybrid and remote work schedules, and something called “proximity bias.” What does this mean? (OPINION)
9. Many nonrunners simply cannot fathom the idea of spending an hour — or multiple hours — running. For fun. Runners, on the other hand, have a hard time letting a day go by without running. Part of the love of the sport can be credited to the “runner’s high” phenomenon. What is a runner’s high? (THE MIX)
10. What is psychological resilience? (THE MIX)